The polynomial formulation of generalized Reed-Muller codes, first introduced by Kasami, Lin, and Peterson is somewhat formalized and an extensive study is made of the interrelations between the m-variable approach of Kasami, Lin, and Peterson and the one-variable approach of Mattson and Solomon. The automorphism group is studied in great detail, both in the m-variable and in the one-variable language. The number of minimum weight vectors is obtained in the general case. Two ways of restricting generalized Reed-Muller codes to subcodes are studied: the nonprimitive and the subfield subcodes. Connections with geometric codes are pointed out and a new series of majority decodable codes is introduced.
INTRODUCTION
The definition of the binary Reed-Muller codes originally introduced by Reed [22] can be stated as follows.
Let M be a m × (2 "* --1) matrix, whose columns are the binary representations of all numbers a, 0 ~ a < 2% (The subspace of [GF(2)] ~-1 generated by the rows of M is the dual of the binary Hamming code; every nonzero vector of this subspace has weight 2~-1.) Add to M a column of zeros and an all unity vector J (of length 2~). Let M' be the extended matrix. The 1-st order binary Reed-Muller code is the subspace of [GF (2) ] ~ generated by the rows of M'. It has dimension 1 -k m, and minimum distance 2 ~-1. 
be a generic element of E m, and P(X) any polynomial in the m variables It is well-known that the q elements of E are roots ofx q --x, and, hoof.
over E,
x~ -x = (x -~)~ -(x -~).
Dividing both sides by x --co, one obtains the desired result. 
The polynomial

P,~(2) = fi [1 --(x i --o)i) q-x]
i=1 (3) has value zero at every point of E m, except at the point = ¢) = (o~1, o~ ,..., ,ore),
where it assumes the value 1.
The value of a given polynomial P(g) at any point of E '~ is unchanged if xi q is replaced by x~, or, in other words, if P(~) is reduced mod(xi q --xi), i ~ 1, 2,..., m. Every polynomial in reduced form is uniquely expressed as a sum of terms P(~) = E cx~lx~ ~ "'" x~ m (4) where O<~i~q--1.
LEMMA 1.3. A polynomial P(~) cannot assume the value zero at every point of E ~, unless its reduced form is identically zero.
Proof. Consider the polynomial in x i f(x,) = P(oJ 1 .... , (_oi_1 , xi, ¢oi+ 1 1..., COrn) obtained from the reduced form of P(~) by assigning fixed values oJs to each of the remaining variables. This polynomial has degree at most q --1 and thus cannot be zero for each x i in E, unless it is identically zero. Since this is true whatever the coj and the variable x i are, the lemma is easily proved by induction. We assume that all polynomials are in reduced form, unless specifically stated otherwise.
LEMMA 1.4. The reduced form P(Z) of a polynomial is uniquely determined by the set of qm values it assumes on each point of Em. More precisely,
P(X) = ~ P(oS)F~(X) (5) oSEF. m
where the F¢~(~) are the q*" polynomials (3), each of which is associated with a given point (5 of E ~.
Proof. Both sides of (5) are polynomials in reduced form, assuming the value P(oS) at every point (5 of Em. Thus, according to Lemma 1.3, the difference is identically zero.
Let us denote by P(m, q) the set of polynomials P(~) (in reduced form), in the indeterminate Z ~ E ~, over E = GF(q).
THEOREM 1.5. The set P(m, q) of polynomials P(~) is a q~-dimensional vector space over E.
Proof. From Lemma 1.4, every polynomial in the set can be expressed as a linear combination of the q~ polynomials F~(~), which, from Lemma 1.3, are linearly independent, and thus form a basis for P(m, q).
The set of qm monomials il~"'x~,
O~ik~q--1, h=l,2,...,m,
X 1 X 2 is another basis for P(m, q). Let us denote by P,(m, q) the subspace of P(m, q) generated by the subset of monomials whose degrees do not exceed a given integer v ~ m(q --1), i.e., those monomials (6) for which i~ ~< v.
k=l
Of course, for v = m(q-1), P,(m, q) is the space P(m, q) v < m(q --1), let us define/~ by v + t~ + l = m(q --1).
We prove three lemmas which will be useful later on.
itself. For ~g~ P(~) is the coefficient of (--1)~(XlX~ "-xm) q-1 in P(£); since the degree of P(£) < m(q --1), this coefficient is zero.
m .
Let jl ,j~ ,...,j~ be integers, 0 ~Jk ~ q --1,j = ~k=lJk ~ /~-LEMMA 1.
For P(X) ~ P,(m, q), E~E~ ~1... w~P(OS) = O.
Proof. Apply 1.6 to the polynomial x~l ... x~P (2) , of degree ~</~ + v < m(q --1).
For any integer a, and any base S, define ws(a), the S-weight of a, as the ordinary integer sum of the digits of the S-ary expansion of a:
Let a 1 , a 2 ..... am be elements in any extension field GF(q r) of E, o5 any element of E ~, and denote by (o5, 5) the scalar product
which is an element of GF(q O. LEMMA 1.8. For any polynomial P(X) in Pv(m, q) and any integer u whose q-weight is less than or equal to iz, the sum
E (~, 5). P(a)
~E m is identically zero in GF(q O.
Proof. Let u ----u o 4-ulq + u2q 2 + "'" + usq s, be the q-ary expansion of u. Then, in any extension field GF(q r) of E = GF(q),
Now, the expression under brackets in the right-hand side can be expanded as a sum of the form
where each terms has degree less than or equal to
and thus, from Lemma 1.7, the sum (9) is separately zero for each such term, hence proving the result.
2. PRIMITIVE G.R.M. CODES
Definition of G.R.M. Codes
Let Vk be any k-dimensional subspace in a given n-dimensional vector space V~ over E, and let v 1 , v z ,..., vn be any given basis of V~.
A (n, k) linear code over E can be defined as the image of Vk, with respect to the given basis v 1 , v 2 ,..., % of V~, in E~; that is the n-tuple (al, a2 ,... , an) of elements of E is a code-vector if the vector v = alv 1 + a2v 2 + "" + a~v~ belongs to Vk • The length of the code is n, and k its dimension.
The v-th order G.R.M. code Cv(m, q) of length qm over E will be defined as the image of P~(m, q) with respect to the basis {F~(g)} of P(m, q). According to Lemma 1.4, the q'~ coordinates of a given code vector are the values P(¢5) assumed by a given polynomial P(~) in P,(m, q) on each of the q'~ points of E% If 0, wl, ¢02 ,..., ¢5~, v = q~ --1, is some ordering of the points of E '~, a typical code vector is P(O), P(~), P(oS~),..., P(~).
2:2. Dual Codes
Two vectors G/~ are said to be orthogonal (properly quasiorthogonal, but we shall never define any other sort) if the scalar product (d, b) is zero in E.
The dual code of a linear code C~ of dimension k of E ~ is the set of vectors of E ~ which are orthogonal to every vector of Ck. This is clearly a linear code of dimension n --k. We recall that/~ is defined by v +/x + 1 = m(q --1). TIIEOREM 2.2.1. C~(m, q) and C~(m, q) are dual codes.
The proof of this theorem, which can easily be derived from Kasami, Lin, and Peterson [14] , already appeared in Lin [16] .
Automorphism group
The automorphism group of a linear (n, k) code is the largest group, all of whose elements, acting as permutations of the n coordinate places, transform code vectors into code vectors.
Let g2 be any m × m nonsingular matrix over E, and ~5 0 any given point of Em. Then, the substitution .~--+y = x/2 + ~o (10) acts as a permutation on the qm points of E m.
It is well-known that the set of substitutions (10) forms a group, namely the general linear nonhomogeneous group GLNH(m, q) which, for the sake of simplicity, will be denoted by G(m, q). Its order is
Since, obviously, any substitution (10) cannot transform a polynomial in Pv(m, q) into a polynomial of higher degree, the following theorem, quoted by Lin [16] , is easily derived. 
j=o i=0
Let S be any m × m matrix over E, whose minimal polynomial is e(x). S may, for instance, be the companion matrix of e(x)
Then, S generates a cyclic subgroup of order qm --1 in G(m, q), namely the group of substitutions of the form
which leaves the point 0 : (0, 0,..., 0) of E ~ unchanged. Since HCv(m , q) is a cyclic code it is possible to define it in another way.
We do this in a form which will make it clear how the m-variable and the 1-variable approach are connected.
As before set v = q"~ --1, and let a be a primitive element of K -~ GF(q m) --in fact the same a as in (11) . Let z be a generic power of a. If Q(z) is a polynomial in z with coefficients in K we may reduce it mod z ~ --1 (z is not allowed to be 0); its reduced form is given by 
From (16) 
4=0
Set that is where T h e n
Now
The set of polynomials defined by (19) is exactly the poly- which, from (13) and (14), is seen to be
v--1 i
In our case v = q~ --1, so that Q(0) = --Z~=o Q(~ ). Such a code will be called an extended cyclic code (see Berlekamp [1] ). Of course the extra coordinate is always zero if 1 = a0 is a zero of the code.
We return now to the G.R.M. codes. 
is an isomorphism between the vector space structures of E m and GF(q~). We wish to extend (22) to obtain a mapping between polynomials P(g) in xl ,..., xm and polynomials Q(z) in z. Now 2 represents a generic vector of E m, including zero, and z a generic power of a which cannot be zero; clearly zero will be a special case. For 2 :~ 0, the correspondence = (xl, x~,..., x,~) +-+ (~, ~) = xl + x~ + "" + x~ m-1 = z (23) does not enable us to turn polynomials into polynomials in either direction. For this we need a subsidiary lemma. Now take A1, Ae ,..., Am to be the complementary basis of l, a, a2,..., a*~-L Then
To express P(2) as a polynomial in z, set xi = TE(Aiz). (25) The coefficients of P(2) (in E) are unchanged. (25) , then cj = 0 whenever wq(j) > v. Proof.
. If P(2) ~ P,(m, q) and Q(z) = E~=o cjz h obtained from P(2) by
With the same hypotheses as 2.4.4
Q(c~) = P(os~); thus Q(a') ~ E. . We now show that the mapping is onto as follows: Let
Q(z) = P(TE(Alz
Fj(z) = (cjzJ + cflz~ + ... , cj z )
where d is the least positive integer such that jqa =-j mod v.
From (18) K~[z] is generated over E by the distinct polynomials F~(z) and
we may wrke
so that wq(j) = wq(qj) = wq(q2j) ....
. We set wq(F~(z)) -= wq(j). By 2.4.4 Qv[z] is generated over E by the polynomials Fj(z) for which wq(F~(z)) ~ v.
Qv[z] is a linear space over E.
Let U~ be the set of integers j, 0 ~< j ~< q~ --1 such that wq(j) ~ v, and let ] U~] be the cardinality of U~.
LEMMA 2.4.6. The dimension of Qv[z] over E is I U~ I.
Proof. Let j be an integer such that it is the least integer in the set jq~modq~--1, K----O, 1, m= 1 and let d~ be the number of distinct integers in this set. Note that this definition implies that d~ divides m. Then
wq(j)<~v
Now cjq = cjq implies c~ aj -~ cj , so that c~ ~ GF(qaO [ (14) .
Proof. The mapping (25) sets up a (one-to-one) correspondence between P~(m, q) and Q~ [z] , which by 2.4.5 maps the vector P(~), P(~S),..., P(~S ~-1) of He/m, q) onto 9(1), Q(~),..., Q(~-x).
Since from Lemma 1.6 0--1
and from (21) 
are called ajfine polynomials (Berlekamp [1] ) as their roots form an affine space over E. One easily verifies that for any a ~ E
The set of substitutions (28) is thus a set of affine polynomials over K having exactly one root in K. In fact if f(z) in (30) is an affine polynomial with exactly one zero in K, then z ~ ~ = f(z) is a transformation of the form (28) for some (g2, 050) in G(m, q). We prove this as follows. 
. + )%z q"-1 be an affine polynomial which has only one zero (z = O) in GF(q~). Then z --~ ~ is a transfor-
7
It remains to show that the 31 ..... 3~ so defined form a basis. 
Geometric Properties
It is well-known that: (i)--E ~ has the structure of an m-dimensional affine space or Euclidean Geometry EG(m, q), (ii)--the set of points of E% satisfying r linearly independent linear equations ~ a~x~ = o~t, i = 1, 2,-. r, 
where its value is one. Thus, the coordinate of P(£), with respect to the basis polynomial F~(~) (3), is one or zero, according as the point ~ of E m belongs or not to the EG(m --r, q) defined by (33). These qm coordinates of P(~) will be said to form the incidence vector of EG(m-r, q). The following theorem, which already appeared in Kasami, Lin, and Peterson [15] , is then easily derived. (ii) Ns is the number of sets of (q-s) "parallel" EG(m-r-1, q) contained in a given EG(m --r, q).
This result was already obtained in the binary case (q = 2) by Kasami, Lin, and Peterson [14] . 
c~ = -v ~=o' = Q(~'~) o,-~ = l_v ~_=o 0('+ a)_ o~-~'
= ~ ~ Q(o~O ~,-,(j-a) = o,'%,
Set ib = v --jb. Then if c~ v-jb is a zero of the dual, v ~ wq(v --jb) = m(q --1) --%(jb), wq(jb) ~ m(q --
Thus, for the dual code, cjb = 0 whenever wq(jb) >/L', and c o = 0 since 1 is a zero. The dual code is almost HCbu,(m, q). ~, gS,..., gS a-l, respectively,  and thus on the coordinates of HC, b(m, q) .
Minimum Weight
Letv~r(q--1)+cb, O~cb <q--1. Proof. Part (i) follows from Kasami, Lin, and Peterson [15] . In order to prove (ii), we observe that the vector (P 
(~), P(~S),..., P(~S~-I)), with P(~) ~ P~b(m, q), is a minimum weight vector of HC~(m, q) if and only if the vector (P(0), P(~), P(~S),..., P(~Sv-~)) has minimum weight in
Geometric Properties
The case b ----q --1 is of special interest. In this case ~ = ~a is a primitive element of E, and it is well known that the a ----(qm __ 1)/(q --1) equivalence classes (41) 
SUBCODES WHICH LIE IN SUBFIELDS OF ]~
Definition and General Properties of Subfield Subcodes
Let E = GF(q), where q ~-p~ is the power of a prime p. Then F = GF(p) is a proper subfield of E. Given any linear code A over E, the subset of code vectors of A, all of whose coordinates lie in F is defined as the subfield subcode of A over F, (Berlekamp [1] ). One easily verifies the following properties:
(i) The subfield subcode of a linear code is a linear code.
(ii) A permutation of coordinate places which preserves A also preserves the subfield code. (It may be the identity as a permutation of code vectors.)
Subfield Subcodes of the G.R.M. Codes
The subfield considered in this section is F = GF(p), the smallest possible.
The extension to intermediate nonprime fields is obvious, and will not be discussed. We give without proof the values of u~*, for r >7 1, in the following theorem. 
Partial results were obtained by Chow [4] , Kasami, Lin, and Peterson [15] and Lin [17] . Proofs of the results given here can be found in Delsarte [7] .
The Automorphism Group
It is well known that the substitution
belongs to the automorphism group of any cyclic or extended cyclic code over GF(p). This substitution is a collineation of the points of EG(m, q) (Carmichael [2] ). From 2.
0 t e G(m, q), and it is easy to verify that OG(m, q) 0 -1 = G(m, q). Thus the order of the group (G(m, q), O) is t] G(m, q)]. THEOREM 4.4.1. If v =--r(q --1) + s, the automorphism group of Bv(m, q) contains a group isomorphic to ( G(m, q), O), and ( G(m, q), O) acts as a nontrivial permutation group on the code vectors, when r >~ 1.
Proof. By 4.1.1 (ii) the automorphism group of B~(m, q) contains an isomorphic image of this group. It remains to show that only the identity of (G(m, q) , O) is the identity permutation on B~(m, q), when r >/ 1.
B~(m, q) contains the incidence vectors of all EG(m --r, q). If M is the identity on B~(m, q), it is a collineation which stabilizes every EG(m --r, q).
Hence it must stabilize the intersection of two EG(m --r, q) (there are two since r >/ 1) and finally stabilizes every point. Thus M is the identity of (G(m, q) , 0). where (alj) is an invertible matrix over E, c5 0 a point of E "~, and 0 ~ ~-< t. This is the full collineation group on the points of EG(m, q).
The m-variable Approach
A polynomial R(z) of R,[z]
GEOMETRIC CODES
Euclidean Geometry Codes
A particularly interesting class of codes is obtained, when v = r(q --1), (s = 0). The minimum weight vectors of By(m, q) then are the incidence vectors of the EG(m-r, q). The dual code B~*(m, q) has, according to Theorem 4.3.1 (i), minimum weight d~* at least uv* -i"-1 = (p + q) qr-1.
These codes B~*(m, q) are equivalent to the codes introduced by Weldon [26] as Euclidean geometry codes, and are majority logic decodable for a number of independent errors not exceeding [J/2], where is the order of the "orthogonal check sets" (Massey [19] ) that can be constructed from the incidence vectors of the EG(m --r, q). We emphasize that the majority decoding algorithms do not use the full error-correcting ability of the code, since d~*>/(p+q) q~-l>J+l, unless q=p=2; or p=2, r=l.
These codes have a further interesting property, namely THEOREM 5.1.1. The code Br(q_l)(m, q) is generated as a vector space over F by the incidence vectors of the EG(m --r, q). This result can be derived (not easily)from a theorem of Delsarte [5] .
COROLLARY 5.1.2. The p-rank of the incidence matrix of points and EG(m --r, q) of EG(m, q) is [ Vr(~-l) I defined by (43).
It is clear that 5.1.1 cannot be extended to codes over nonprime fields between F and E. By arguments parallel to those of 4.2.2 the dimension of such a code is found to be greater than ] Vr(q_a) [.
Projective Geometry Codes
Define HB~.~_~)(m, q) as the subfield subcode of the nonprimitive G.R.M.
HCq-1 , code m_l~[m,q) discussed in 3.6. Equivalently, it is the set of (qm --1)/(q --1) --periodic vectors of the code HB~(q_l)(m , q). The following property is fairly obvious (see Theorem 3.6). 
g(Y) --y(y--1)
- The dual code Bv*(m, q) has by Theorem 4.3.1 (iii) minimum weight exactly qr+l, and is decodable by majority logic, as described below. 
Relations between Geometric Codes
Let b = q-1, v = r(q-1) and consider the following codes over where a' (resp. a") denotes the restriction of a to V' (resp. V"). The proof of this theorem, which can be obtained from the m-variable approach to G.R.M. codes, will not be given in the present paper. It can be found in Delsarte [6] . As a corollary of Theorem 5.4.1, one has the following relation between the respective dimensions k, k', k", k0', k o of the codes r, r', r", to', r;' :
APPENDIX. PROOF OF THEOREM 2.6.3.
The authors hasten to point out that it would be very desirable to find a more sophisticated and shorter proof.
LEMMA AI.1. If P(2) = 0 whenever x 1 = a, then P(X) = (x 1 --a) P(~), where the right hand side is in reduced form; that is the exponent of x~ in P(2) is at most q --2.
Proof. P(a, x 2 ,..., x~) = 0 for all x 2 ". xm. Set 
where gj = gj(£') and g~(£') :# 0. Let ~?(j) be the number of~' of E ~-~ for which P(xl, ~5') = 0 forj distinct values of x t in E. Clearly ~?(j) = 0 for q --1 --i < j < q, and ~(q) is the number of ~5' for which all coefficients g~ are zero. 
